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INTRO TO TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Technical Analysis – Technical analysis is a tool used to predict the future price
movement of an asset or security – such as a stock or crypto pair – based on
previous market data. Technical analysis involves using price action, volume,
indications, and more to predict movement unlike fundamental analysis, which
uses business information like reported earnings and sales to make trading
decisions.

Many investors question the validity of the technical analysis mainly because it
reflects price action (buying and selling) of all participants in the market,
accurately reflecting all relevant information about such traded security, therefore
continually assigning a fair market value to the traded security through reflected
price action. Technical traders strongly believe previous price action can be used
as a reliable signal of future price movement.

CHARTING ON DIFFERENT TIME FRAMES
Technical traders typically analyze price action in an attempt to predict future price
movement. The two primary variables for technical analysis are the time frames used when
charting and the different technical indicators that a trader may choose to utilize. The time
frames shown on charts range from one-minute to monthly, or even yearly periods.
Popular time frames that technical analysts frequently examine include:

- 5-Minute time frame - 4-Hour time frame
- 15-Minute time frame - Daily time frame
- 1-Hour time frame - Monthly time frame
Selecting a time frame is usually based on that trader’s targeted trading style. Day-traders,
traders who open and close a trade within a single trading day, favor analyzing price action on
shorter time frame charts, such as the 1-minute, 5-minute, or even 15-minute chart. Longterm
traders tend to hold a position overnight and beyond tend to analyze markets using the 1-hour,
4-hour, daily, and even weekly timeframes. Smaller timeframes are great for day-traders and
often offer smaller opportunities to realize a little profit, however, when looking at the same
price movement viewed on a larger time frame may not be effective with a longer-term
strategy.
Illustrate this now on any listed security by viewing price action on different time frames.
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INTRO TO TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
The following 15-minute chart on BTC:USDT shows price trading inside a rising wedge, from roughly $14,000 to
$18,800, which has taken place over the last 36 hours. (2020 BTC RUN)

A day-trading BTC investor might be inclined to buy BTC at the 3rd retest inside the rising wedge based on the
fact that the price is fairly near the low of that range. This day-trading investor may look to take profits at
previously "target profit".

Now compare the same price action above on a daily time frame.

The price action viewed on the 15m chart
(above) shows a clear rising wedge pattern
being executed, signaling an entry with an
accurate target profit. However, the same price
movement viewed on a daily time frame (left)
shows a strong bullish continuation in which
some may consider “parabolic”. (BTC Price
Action: up $4,500 in 15 days | 32%)
Looking at BTC on the daily chart, we can see
we missed several entries at much more
appropriate levels (circled). Long-term traders
aim to execute good positioning when it comes
to average cost, deciding on buying at a time
like this very difficult. This example should give
you a better idea of time frames.
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TA BASICS
BUY SIGNAL
S TO P L O S S

S U P P O R T & R E S I S TA N C E
Support occurs where a downtrend is
expected to pause due to a lack of
demand. Support zones are also
synonymous with zones of accumulation.
Resistance occurs where an uptrend is
expected to pause temporarily, due to a
lack of selling. Resistance zones are also
synonymous with zones of distribution.

UPTREND
An uptrend has a positive slope and is
formed by connecting two or more low
points. The second low must be higher
than the first for the line to have a positive
slope. Uptrends act as lines of support
and indicates demand is increasing even
as the price rises. As long as prices remain
above the trend line, the uptrend is
considered valid.

DOWNTREND
A downtrend has a downwards slope and
is formed by connecting two or more high
points. The second high must be higher
than the first for the line to have a
downwards slope. Downtrends act as
lines of resistance and indicates that
demand is decreasing as the price is
falling, which is very bearish.
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INTRO TO CANDLESTICKS

WHAT ARE CANDLESTICKS?

A candlestick is a type of price chart used in technical analysis that displays the high, low,
open, and close of an asset traded for a specific time period. Candlestick charting is
commonly used to track the price action on any given traded asset. A candlestick is
formed from price action during a specific limited amount of time. To explain further, every
candlestick on a 1-minute chart shows the price action for 1 minute, while every
candlestick on a 1-hour chart shows price action during a 1-hour period.

Candlesticks are formed as follows: The highest point of a candlestick shows the highest
price traded during that time period, and the lowest point indicates the lowest price
traded during that time period. The body of a candlestick represents the opening and
closing prices during that time period (thicker body of candlestick). Wicks represent the
highest and lowest points traded during a time period, which is beyond the opening and
closing price by the candlestick close.

UNDERSTANDING CANDLESTICK PATTERNS

Candlestick patterns are typically used as a technical indicator for identifying potential
trend changes or reversals, which are formed by either one candlestick or by a series of
two or three. For example, doji candlesticks indicate indecision in a market that may be a
signal for a potential market reversal or change in trend. The key feature of a doji is that
the opening and closing prices are relatively the same, making the body a flat horizontal
line. When considering the strength of said possible indication of market reversal or
trend change, remember the longer the upper and/or lower wicks on said doji the
stronger the move.
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Intro To Candlesticks
Candlestick: A candlestick is a type of price chart used in technical
analysis that displays the high, low, open, and close of a security for
a specific time period.

Where Did Candlesticks Originate?
Candlesticks originally used by Japanese merchants/traders to accurately track
market prices and trade momentum, hundreds of years before becoming popularized
in the United States.

HAMMER CANDLESTICK
PAT T E R N

Candlesticks
I N V E R S E H A M M E R PAT T E R N

Found at the bottom of a
downtrend, the hammer

M O R N I N G S TA R PAT T E R N

A sign of hope in a market downtrend
Indicates a buying pressure,

consisting of three candles: one short-

candlestick pattern signals a

followed by a selling pressure that

bodied candle wedged between a long

reversal and strong buying

was not strong enough to drive the

red and long green candle. It signals that

pressure driving the price

market price down. A bullish pattern

the selling pressure of the first day is

back up.

that suggests buyers will soon have

subsiding, and a bull market is on the way.

control of the market.

THREE WHITE
S O L D I E R S PAT T E R N

P I E R C I N G L I N E PAT T E R N

D O J I PAT T E R N

A bullish candlestick pattern that is used
A two-stick pattern, made up of a
long red candle, followed by a
long green candle. It is a reversal
signal after a downtrend which
indicates strong buying pressure.

The Doji is a commonly found
pattern that has an open and
close that are virtually equal,
forming a candlestick that looks
like a cross.

to predict the reversal of the current
downtrend. The pattern consists of three
consecutive long-bodied candlesticks
that open within the previous candle's
real body and a close that exceeds the
previous candle's high.
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CANDLESTICK PATTERNS

A type of bearish reversal
pattern, made up of just one
candle. It has a long lower wick
and a short body at the top of
the candlestick with little or no
upper wick.

E V E N I N G S TA R PAT T E R N

BEARISH
E N G U L F I N G PAT T E R N

S H O OT I N G
S TA R PAT T E R N

H A N G I N G M A N PAT T E R N

Shooting stars indicate a
potential price top and
reversal. The formation is
bearish because the price tried
to rise significantly during the
day, but then the sellers took
over and pushed the price
back down toward the open.

A bearish engulfing pattern is
seen at the end of some
upward price moves. It is
marked by the first candle of
upward momentum being
engulfed by a larger second
candle indicating a shift
toward lower prices.

DARK CLOUD
COVER PATTERN

T H R E E B L AC K
C ROWS PAT T E R N

An Evening Star is a bearish
candlestick pattern consisting of
three candles: a large white
candlestick, a small-bodied
candle, and a red candle. It is
associated with the top of a
price uptrend, signifying that the
uptrend is nearing its end.

FA L L I N G T H R E E
M E T H O D S PAT T E R N

Three Black Crows indicates a
bearish candlestick pattern that
predicts the reversal of an
uptrend. It consists of three
consecutive long-bodied red
candlesticks that appears when
bears overtake the bulls.

A bearish, five candle
continuation pattern that signals
an interruption, but not a reversal,
of the current downtrend. Painted
by one long red candle, followed
by three shorter green candles,
ending ultimately with a
continuation of the downtrend.

A bearish reversal pattern where a
red candle opens above the close of
the prior green candle, and then
closes below the midpoint of the
green candle. This pattern shows a
shift in the momentum from the
upside to the downside.

RISING THREE
M E T H O D S PAT T E R N

A bullish continuation candlestick
pattern that occurs in an uptrend
and whose conclusion sees a
resumption of that trend. The
decisive (fifth candle) is proof that
sellers did not have enough
momentum to reverse the uptrend.
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Intro To Patterns
What are trading patterns? The systematic movement of a
security's price during a period of time. Investors/traders attempt to
discover trading patterns and profit from them when buying and
selling.
A pattern is identified by a line that connects common price points,
such as closing prices or highs or lows, during a specific period of
time. Chartists seek to identify patterns as a way to anticipate the
future direction of a security’s price. Patterns are the foundation of
technical analysis.

TYPES OF TRADING PATTERNS
Continuation: A continuation pattern typically suggests that the price of

said security will continue to move in the same direction. With continuation
patterns, there is a slight tendency for price action to continue after the pattern
completes, assuming the pattern sets up correctly. Continuation patterns tend to
be reliable when trend movement is strong and when the continuation pattern is
relatively small compared to the previous price action.

Reversal: A reversal pattern is a transitional phase that marks the turning

point in the direction of a security's price trend, reversal patterns can be bullish or
bearish. A reversal pattern would occur if the price began to rise/fall against the
previous trend for a corresponding period of time. A reversal pattern can also
occur at the end of an uptrend/downtrend if the stock began to steadily
rise/dump against the previous trend. Candlestick charts make it easier to identify
and trade patterns like reversals.

Bilateral: Bilateral patterns are typically triangular patterns/wedges in which
prices hold between until breakout. Bilateral patterns signal price action both
upwards and downwards, it depends on how the price breaks out from the said
pattern. Typically if you see a break upwards, you can expect a retest of previous
resistance as support than the breakout. Bilateral patterns can break both ways,
it's important to wait for confirmation.
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INTRO TO PATTERNS

BUY SIGNAL
S TO P L O S S

REVERSAL PATTERNS
HEAD & SHOULDERS
PAT T E R N

INVERSE HEAD & SHOULDERS
PAT T E R N

A bullish technical reversal pattern
that forms after three consecutive
highs are reached. With three peaks,
the outside two are similar in height
and the middle is the highest.

A bearish technical reversal pattern
that forms after three consecutive
highs are reached. With three peaks,
the outside two are similar in height
and the middle is the highest.

D O U B L E B OT TO M PAT T E R N
An extremely bullish technical reversal
pattern that forms after an asset
reaches a low price two consecutive
times with a moderate decline between
the two lows.

A bearish reversal pattern that
begins with a uptrend then
consolidates as prices move
higher until it breaks out to the
bottom side of the wedge. Small
chance of breakout to the upside

An extremely bearish technical
reversal pattern that forms after an
asset reaches a high price two
consecutive times with a moderate
decline between the two highs.

R I S I N G W E D G E PAT T E R N

D O U B L E TO P PAT T E R N
FA L L I N G W E D G E PAT T E R N
A bullish reversal pattern that
begins with a downtrend then
consolidates as prices move
lower until it breaks out to the
upside of the wedge.
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INTRO TO PATTERNS

BUY SIGNAL
S TO P L O S S

CONTINUATION PATTERNS

FA L L I N G W E D G E PAT T E R N
A bullish continuation pattern that begins with
a downtrend then consolidates as prices
move lower until it breaks out to the upside of
the wedge.

B E A R I S H R E C TA N G L E PAT T E R N

R I S I N G W E D G E PAT T E R N
A bearish continuation pattern that begins with
a downtrend then consolidates as prices move
higher until it breaks out to the bottom side of
the wedge to make the continuation.

B U L L I S H R E C TA N G L E PAT T E R N

A bearish continuation pattern that begins
with a downtrend then consolidates as prices
move higher until it breaks out to the bottom
side of the wedge to make the continuation.

A bearish continuation pattern that begins with
a downtrend then consolidates as prices move
higher until it breaks out to the bottom side of
the wedge to make the continuation.

B E A R I S H P E N N A N T PAT T E R N

B U L L I S H P E N N A N T PAT T E R N

A bearish continuation pattern formed when
there is large movement followed by a period of
consolidation with converging trend lines,
forming the pennant, followed by a breakout in
the initial direction of the large movement.

A bullish continuation pattern formed when
there is large movement followed by a period of
consolidation with converging trend lines,
forming the pennant, followed by a breakout in
the initial direction of the large movement.
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INTRO TO PATTERNS

BUY SIGNAL
S TO P L O S S

BILATERAL PATTERNS

A S C E N D I N G T R I A N G L E PAT T E R N
A bilateral pattern created by price action
being consolidated upwards with higher
lows and a strong level of resistance.
Ascending triangles are generally
considered a bullish continuation but can
see bilateral movement (bullish/bearish)

DESCENDING TRIANGLE
PAT T E R N
A bilateral pattern created by price action
being consolidated downwards with
lower highs and a strong level of support.
Descending triangles are generally
considered a bearish continuation but
can see bilateral movement
(bullish/bearish)

SYM M E T R I C A L T R I A N G L E
PAT T E R N
A bilateral (bullish & bearish) pattern
where you see lower highs and higher
lows in symmetrical price action. This
happens due to a consolidation where
buyers/sellers are unable to take
advantage of price movement until the
break out.
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TRADING TERMS

BASIC TRADING TERMS

Acquisition - An acquisition is the purchase of fifty percent (50%) or more of a company's
outstanding voting stock. An acquisition also occurs when a purchaser purchases
substantially all of the assets of a company. An acquisition can either be strategic or
financial.
Arbitrage - Arbitrage refers to a risk-free investment strategy that exploits inefficiencies in
the market. Arbitrage refers to the practice of simultaneously buying and selling an
investment in order to profit from a difference in price.
Ask - The ask is the price a seller is willing to accept for a security, which is often referred to
as the offer price. Along with the price, the ask quote might also stipulate the amount of the
security available to be sold at the stated price.
Asset Class - A grouping of investments that exhibit similar characteristics and are subject
to the same laws and regulations.
Backtesting - The general method for seeing how well a strategy or model would have
done ex-post. Backtesting assesses the viability of a trading strategy by discovering how it
would play out using historical data. If backtesting works, traders and analysts may have
the confidence to employ it going forward.
Bear Market - When a market experiences prolonged price declines. It typically describes a
condition in which securities prices fall 20% or more from recent highs amid widespread
pessimism and negative investor sentiment. ... Bear markets also may accompany general
economic downturns such as a recession.
Beta - Beta is a numeric value that measures the fluctuations of a stock to changes in the
overall stock market. ... For example, if a stock's beta value is 1.3, it means, theoretically this
stock is 30% more volatile than the market.
Bid - An offer made by an investor, trader, or dealer in an effort to buy a security,
commodity, or currency. A bid stipulates the price the potential buyer is willing to pay, as
well as the quantity he or she will purchase, for that proposed price.
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TRADING TERMS

BASIC TRADING TERMS

Breakout - A breakout refers to when the price of an asset moves above a resistance area,
or moves below a support area. Breakouts indicate the potential for the price to start
trending in the breakout direction.
Bull Market - The condition of a financial market in which prices are rising or are expected to
rise. The term "bull market" is most often used to refer to the stock market but can be applied
to anything that is traded, such as bonds, real estate, cryptocurrencies and commodities.
Consolidation - The term for a stock or security that is neither continuing nor reversing a
larger price trend. Consolidated stocks typically trade within limited price ranges and offer
relatively few trading opportunities until another pattern emerges.
Commission - A commission is a service charge assessed by a broker or investment
advisor for providing investment advice or handling purchases and sales of securities for a
client. ... A fee-based advisor charges a flat rate for managing a client's money.
Day Trading - Day trading usually refers to the practice of purchasing and selling a security
within a single trading day. While it can occur in any marketplace, it is most common in the
foreign exchange (forex), stock, and crypto markets. Day traders are attuned to events or
technical trends that cause short-term market moves.
Dividend - A dividend is the distribution of some of a company's earnings to a class of its
shareholders, as determined by the company's board of directors. Dividends are payments
made by publicly-listed companies as a reward to investors for putting their money into
the venture
Dollar Cost Average (DCA) - Dollar-cost averaging (DCA) is an investment strategy in which
an investor divides up the total amount to be invested across periodic purchases of a target
asset in an effort to reduce the impact of volatility on the overall purchase. ... Dollar-cost
averaging is also known as the constant dollar plan
Exchange - An exchange is a marketplace where securities, commodities, derivatives and
other financial instruments are traded. ... Exchanges give companies, governments, and
other groups a platform from which to sell securities to the investing public.
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TRADING TERMS

BASIC TRADING TERMS

Expiry Date - The expiration date, in derivatives trading, refers to the date in which options
or futures contracts. ... Investors may purchase the right to buy or sell the underlying asset
at a later date for a predetermined price. expire. In other words, the expiration date is the
last day that a derivative contract is valid.
Futures - Futures Trading involves a legal agreement to buy or sell a derivative at a
predetermined price at a predetermined time in the future. The underlying asset of the
derivative can be a commodity or a financial instrument.
Hedge - Hedging against investment risk means strategically using financial instruments or
market strategies to offset the risk of any adverse price movements. ... Technically, to hedge
requires you to make offsetting trades in securities with negative correlations.
High-Frequency Trading (HFT) - is a method of trading that uses powerful computer
programs to transact a large number of orders in fractions of a second. It uses complex
algorithms to analyze multiple markets and execute orders based on market conditions.
Typically, the traders with the fastest execution speeds are more profitable than traders with
slower execution speeds. In addition to the high speed of orders, high-frequency trading is
also characterized by high turnover rates and order-to-trade ratios.
Inflation - Inflation is an economy-wide, sustained trend of increasing prices from one year
to the next. An economic concept, the rate of inflation is important as it represents the rate
at which the real value of an investment is eroded and the loss in spending or purchasing
power over time. Inflation also tells investors exactly how much of a return (in percentage
terms) their investments need to make for them to maintain their standard of living.
Initial Public Offering (IPO) - An initial public offering (IPO) refers to the process of offering
shares of a private corporation to the public in a new stock issuance. Public share issuance
allows a company to raise capital from public investors.
Leverage - Leverage is the buying or selling of an asset with a portion of the price paid by
an investor and the remainder covered by a lender. Under such an agreement, the asset
becomes collateral for the loan and the lender receives interest on the amount advanced
for the loan's duration.
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TRADING TERMS

BASIC TRADING TERMS

Limit Order - A limit order is an order to buy or sell a stock at a specific price or better. A buy
limit order can only be executed at the limit price or lower, and a sell limit order can only be
executed at the limit price or higher. A limit order is not guaranteed to execute.
Liquidity - The term liquidity refers to how long and at what cost it takes to convert an
investment into cash. The money in your wallet is considered perfectly liquid — it's already
cash. Suppose that you invested money in a handful of stocks. ... Real estate is generally
much less liquid than stock.
Long Call (Options) - One of the more traditional strategies, a long call essentially is a
simple call option that is betting that the underlying security is going to go up in value
before the expiration date of the contract. As one of the most basic options trading
strategies, a long call is a bullish strategy.
Long Put (Options) - A long put refers to buying a put option, typically in anticipation of a
decline in the underlying asset. A trader could buy a put for speculative reasons, betting that
the underlying asset will fall which increases the value of the long put
Market Maker - A market maker is a individual market participant or member firm of an
exchange that also buys and sells securities for its own account, at prices it displays in its
exchange's trading system, with the primary goal of profiting on the bid-ask spread, which
is the amount by which the ask price exceeds the bid price a market asset.
Market Order - A market order is an order to buy or sell a security immediately. This type of
order guarantees that the order will be executed, but does not guarantee the execution
price. A market order generally will execute at or near the current bid (for a sell order) or
ask (for a buy order) price.
Options - Options are financial derivatives that give buyers the right, but not the obligation,
to buy or sell an underlying asset at an agreed-upon price and date. Call options and put
options form the basis for a wide range of option strategies designed for hedging, income,
or speculation.
Profit & Loss - The profit and loss (P&L) statement is a financial statement that summarizes
the revenues, costs, and expenses incurred during a specified period, usually a fiscal
quarter or year. ... These records provide information about a company's ability or inability
to generate profit by increasing revenue, reducing costs, or both.
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TRADING TERMS

BASIC TRADING TERMS

Quantitative easing (QE) - A form of unconventional monetary policy in which a central
bank purchases longer-term securities from the open market in order to increase the
money supply and encourage lending and investment. Buying these securities adds new
money to the economy, and also serves to lower interest rates by bidding up fixed-income
securities. It also expands the central bank's balance sheet. Quantitative easing increases
the money supply by purchasing assets with newly-created bank reserves in order to
provide banks with more liquidity.

Quote - A quote is the last price at which an asset traded; it is the most recent price that a
buyer and seller agreed upon and at which some amount of the asset was transacted.
Position Trading - A position trader buys an investment for the long term in the expectation
that it will appreciate in value. This type of trader is less concerned with short-term
fluctuations in price and the news of the day unless they alter the trader's long term view of
the position.
Range - Range refers to the difference between the low and high prices for a security or
index over a specific time period. Range defines the difference between the highest and
lowest prices traded for a defined period, such as a day, month, or year.
Scalp Trading - Scalping is a trading style that specializes in profiting off of small price
changes. This generally occurs after a trade is executed and becomes profitable. Scalping
requires a trader to have a strict exit strategy because one large loss could eliminate the
many small gains the trader worked to obtain.
Sector - A group of similar securities, such as equities in a specific industry. Sector
breakdown - Breakdown of securities in a portfolio by industry categories. Securities Another name for investments such as stocks or bonds.
Short Call [Short Selling] (Options) - A short call is a strategy involving a call option, which
obligates the call seller to sell a security to the call buyer at the strike price if the call is
exercised. A short call is a bearish trading strategy, reflecting a bet that the security
underlying the option will fall in price.
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TRADING TERMS

BASIC TRADING TERMS

Short Put [Short Selling] (Options) - A short position in a put option is called writing a put.
Traders who do so are generally neutral to bullish on a particular stock in order to earn
premium income. They also do so to purchase a company's stock at a price lower than its
current market price.
Short Selling - Short selling is a fairly simple concept—an investor borrows a stock, sells the
stock, and then buys the stock back to return it to the lender. Short sellers are betting that
the stock they sell will drop in price.
Stop-Loss - This is an order you place after you enter a position. It is usually used to exit
your trade when you are wrong. By deciding where price has to trade in order to prove your
trading thesis wrong and pre-planning your trade exit at that point, you do the most
important thing you can do as an active trader - protect your capital. And every trading
signal we give will always include information about stop-loss placement.
Spot - Spot trades involve securities traded for immediate delivery in the market on a
specified date. Many assets quote a “spot price” and a “futures or forward price.” Most spot
market transactions have a T+2 settlement date. Spot market transactions can take place
on an exchange or over-the-counter.
Swing Trading - Swing trading is a style of trading that attempts to capture short- to
medium-term gains in a stock (or any financial instrument) over a period of a few days to
several weeks. ... These traders may utilize fundamental analysis in addition to analyzing
price trends and patterns.
Volatility - Volatility is a statistical measure of the dispersion of returns for a given security or
market index. In most cases, the higher the volatility, the riskier the security. Volatility is often
measured as either the standard deviation or variance between returns from that same
security or market index
Yield - Yield refers to the earnings generated and realized on an investment over a
particular period of time. It's expressed as a percentage based on the invested amount,
current market value, or face value of the security. It includes the interest earned or
dividends received from holding a particular security.
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Thanks for Reading
Let's Stay Connected
Click to join our Chats
You'll never miss another
breakout again. Now
that you've been added
to the mailing list, you
and 1000+ other traders
have the ability to stay
in the loop.
Don't get stopped out
and FOMO in at the top!
Buy the bottom with
Easy Loot
People don't plan to fail, they fail to plan.
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